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be a far better introduction to nomography than an analytical approach by the 
theory of determinants. Basic analytic theory is not neglected, however, and a 
chapter on determinants is included near the end. 

The second edition is considered a definite improvement over the first; it has 
a more pleasing format and type arrangement and an over-all attractiveness that 
,rives it more pedagogic appeal. (One minor defect: chapter numbers on the top 
of each page of the first edition were unaccountably omitted in the second edition.) 

Besides numerous text revisions, important new material appears in the second 
edition. Most significant are: (a) the expansion of the chapter on determinants, (b) 
the addition of a chapter on projective transformations, and (c) the addition of a 
chapter indicating the relationship between concurrency and alignment nomograms 
(with applications to experimental data, including a description of the rectification 
of experimental curves). 

An appendix supplies an assortment of nomographic solutions to different 
problems taken from various technical fields, and offers fine illustration of available 
techniques. 

CHARLES TRILLING 
U. S. Naval Radiological Defense Laboratory 
Stan Francisco 24, C(alifornia 

39[X, ZJ.-LYLE It. LANGDON, Approximating Functions for Digital Computers. 
Reprinted f rom Industrial M1athematics v. 6, 195.5, p. 79-100. 

This article is concerned with several methods for determining approximations 

to fuinctiotis of one real varial)le. The methods mentioned include the use of Pade 

appro(xinmants, a modification of the Taylor expansion said to be due to Obrechkoff, 

thfe uise of (ihehyshlev polynomials to economize truncated power series in the 

sesllse of ,tila(nzos, the utse of a rational interpolant which collocates f(x) at five 

points, as well as some special devices based on a study of the particular function 

to he approximated. 
The, following appro>ximations are given: 

Function Nature of approximation Range of x Stated upper bound 

sill x Rat ional - r < x _ ir 6 X 10-9 
(ens .r} Rational - < ?, < r 1 X 10-9 

tanl x Rational -7r/45 x -< r/4 7 X 10-8 
o1, Rational -7 <5 x < 7 1 unit in 

signify 
digit 

x/.x I~Rationial 0.1 < * < 10.0 Something 
in 5th sig- 
nificant 
dig~it 

sill Poly nomial -1 < ? ? 1 4 X 10-9 

(,Os PPolynomial -1 < X < 1 7 X 10-9 
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Function Nature of approximation Range of x Stated upper bound 
for error 

logex Polynomial in 0.10 < X < 100.0 3 X 10-9 
= x -a . (for various 

x +a a being choices of a) 
a suitably chosen 
constant 

tan -y Polynomial -( A/2-1) )- 4 X 10-1 
y < (x/2 - 1) 

(used to represent tan -lx on 0 < x ? land 1 < x < X by ex- 
pressing y as the ratio of two appropriately chosen linear func- 
tions of x) 

sin 'x Polynomial -2 < X-< 3 X 109 

sin 'x - ViZJ7xpolyn. 0.966 ? x < 1.0 3 X 10` 

in x 

H(x) - - j e-'2dt Polynomial 0 < X _1 6 X 10-10 

Polynomial 1 < x< 2 2 X 10-'1' 
Polynomial 2 < x < 3 8 X 109 
Polynomial 3 <* 4 7 X 10-9 

cosh x cos a | Polynomial - xX 1010 

cosh x sin x + sih i Polynomial 2 < 2 X 1010 cosh xsix sihxT I 

T T 
sinh x sin x Polynomial - < x < 2 1 X 10-8 
cosh x sin x- sinh 'Polynomial 7 3 X 0 

Cos X2 2 

(Linear combinations of the last four functions give such functions as 

ex/2 sin rx/2, ex sin xdx, etc.) 

In addition, approximations of certain functions occurring in Gas Tables by 
J. H. Keenan & Joseph Kaye, Wiley & Sons, 1945, are given. 

The paper has been reprinted in both an "uncorrected" and a "corrected" 
version. The following typographical errors were found to remain in the "corrected" 
version: 

Page 
87 line 4 fb Decimal point is missing from .00832 86830x5, 

and x' is missing from 0.00019 22123x7. 

18, 23, 25 Approximate value of V2-1 should end in 4 
90 lines 8, 10 J instead of 3. 
93-4 Eqs. (15). Prefix a. to the given integral. 

(16), (17) 
93 Eq. (15) Summation should be E an(2x -3) 
99 Range of h for Should read 395.74189 76 < h < 513.4. 

Eq. (26) 
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The reviewer compared Langdon's results with those of Cecil Hastings, Jr., 
Approximations for Digital Computers, where possible. Although both authors con- 
sidered approximations for tan' x, sin (r/2)x, sin-' x, and H(x), the only one of 
these in which the ranges are the same (-1 _ x < 1) is that for sin (r/2)x. Here 
both authors use a five-term polynomial approximant; Langdon claims an error 
bound of 4 X 10-9, compared to Hastings' claim of 5 X 10-9. It is of interest to 
note that C. W. Clenshaw approximated the same function on the same range with 
a six-term polynomial, the stated error bound being 3 X 10-9 (MTAC, v. 1954, 
p. 143). 

The reviewer made some spot checks of the approximations given and found no 
evidence that the error bounds or coefficients are incorrect, with the exception that 
the value of H(2.5) was found to be 0.99959 30388, as compared with the value 
0.99959 30480 given in the NBS Tables of Probability Functions, v. 1. Here the 
error in the value obtained from Langdon's approximation exceeds the stated 
bound of 8 10-9. 

THOMAS H. SOUTHARD 
University of California, 
Los Angeles, California 

40[Z].-H. FREUDENTIAL, "Logique Math6matique Appliqude," Collection de 

Logique Iathe'matiq'ue, Serie A, XIV, Gauthier-Villars, Paris, 1958, 57 p. Price 
$3.00. 

This pamphlet is a prize-winning essay in a 1953 contest of the Institute for 
the Unity of Scieiices oun the general subject, Mathematical Logic as a Tool of 
Anialysis-its uses atild achievements in the sciences and philosophy. For the pur- 
pOSeS of the presetit ptiblicatioin the most interesting portion is the second section 
entitled "Lc ca:lcl dles propositions, les reseaux electriques et les machines A cal- 
euler." This gives a brief descriptionn of various electronic and electromechanical 
realizatioiis of the propositional calculus, introduces the temporal problem, and 
suggests research ill a temporally affected propositional calculus. Unfortunately, 
the spani of five years bet weein initial composition and publication means that no 
knowledge of the recent w-ork on such temporal structures as the neuron model is 
demlIlonstrated. The atithor's point that mathematical logicians should enter the 
field rather than sturirender it to computer engineers retains its initial force. 

Briefly, the ijtrodtictory section comments on what the author considers as an 
uiifortuiiate tendency, to abstract., non-realizable research by logicians. (He con- 
cedes the right of uuinher theorists to an ivory tower but thinks that logic must 
be primarily view%-ed as a part of applied mathematics.) The third section reviews 

certain clarifications introduced in philosophy and the foundations of science by 
the influence of mathematical logic. The fourth suggests an operational definition 
of implication in terms of an ;dea of "complete implication" which requires that 
all pairs (p, q) such that p q be meaningful in a particular case before using 

t.hp term " implication." The final portion suggests problems involving transitivity 
in modal forms. 

J. D. Swir 
University of California 
Los Angeles, California 


